
2019 Art of Pathology Competition winners 

 

Over 18s Category Winner 
Gautham Kumar, 'Handshake' 

 
“Take a look at this,” you say passing a slide. This one is particularly interesting. 
When pathologists share observations and ask questions, ambiguity is resolved, 
research is fuelled, and cases are cracked. The person beside you has a New Point 
of View and that could make all the difference. 
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Over 18s Category Runner-up (highly commended) 
Mengye Li, 'The Past, the Present, the Future: Our Love Affair with Our Bugs' 

 
Humans think we rule the world, but do we really? In the millions of years the Earth 
has existed, microbial organisms have occupied nearly every corner of this world, in 
habitats inhabitable to us humans.  We thought the discovery of antibiotics was the 
end of all infectious diseases. We thought we had it all. But we were wrong. In the 
evolutionary race between micro-organisms and us, we have never stopped 
running… and yet we have never moved. With the never ending development with 
antibiotic resistance, and the invested interest of pharmaceutical companies in the 
development of other more ‘profitable’ drugs, one day, we will have to pay for the 
price of antibiotic misuse. 
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11–18s Category Winner 
Jasmine Claire Ferrer, ‘From a Microscopic View’ 

 
Pathologists hold a unique and powerful view, down the microscope, into a world of 
wonder of tissues, cells but also into the world of disease, its causes and effects, 
through bacteria, viruses, and other invaders or abnormal conditions. This unique 
view is not only for research purposes but provides the chance for the pathologist to 
understand the disease and potentially provide powerful clues and insights towards a 
diagnosis and cure for a patient. Who would think that the view through the 
microscope could be life changing? 
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11–18s Category Runner-up (highly commended) 
Zora Kregar, 'Glands' 

Pen drawing on semi-transparent paper, multiple layers. A4 format. 

 
Looking through a microscope, a new world can be discovered! Sometimes, my 
mother shows me what she is doing at work, analyzing tissue. I like the forms and 
shapes a lot. 
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Under 11s Category Winner 
Carys Logie, ‘It’s in the Genes’ 

 
My picture shows DNA and the red line (the red line that the magnifying glass is 
pointing to/nearest to) isn’t following the pattern. The pattern is swirls but the line has 
circles so it’s wrong. I coloured by background dark to light with a scientist in a nice 
white jacket. 
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Under 11s Category Runner-up (highly 
commended) 
Swara Sooriyakumar, 'Pathology: A New Point of View' 

 
My picture is about scientists and doctors finding ways to fight and cure diseases. 
Here you can see that there are submarines floating through the blood, searching for 
ways to fight and cure diseases. The submarines are delivering medication to the 
cancerous cells. I created this piece by using kitchen roll for the nucleus, tissue 
paper for blood flow, silver card to the angel wing medication and I used watercolour 
for the background.  
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Commended Entries 
The following entries were commended by the judges.  

Ayse Akarca, ‘HeterGeneity’  

 
 
This artwork was inspired when I was working on a research project based on lung cancer, 
where two different types of lung tumours in a patient sample were investigated. The patchy 
structure of lung tissue, which is presented by different colours, shows the distribution of the 
investigated molecules through the immunohistochemistry techniques. While the fine 
columns show the molecular structure of the tissue.  
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Kabilan Arivanandan, ‘Disease in in the Detail  

 
 
Acrylic on Paper/ Size 42 by 59.4cm (A2)  
 
View this illustration of Rudolf Virchow like a pathologist. Take a deep look inside and find 
both the obvious and that which requires insight. Then, question yourself. That is what 
Pathology is to me. I hope it wasn’t just the lines of Zahn on his bow tie you noticed. Instead, 
why is there a man strolling across the frame of his glasses? Are they even glasses? Does 
that beard look like a tree upside-down?  
 
Path, the very first letters of the word Pathology defines the nature of this discipline 
(represented by the walking man). Pathology is a journey for both patients and 
professionals- the destination being good healthcare. Pathology studies progression and 
what better way to represent this than through the growth of trees, one which imitates 
Angiogenesis. And as for the glasses, notice it objectifies a stethoscope and the creases of 
the skin, just above, locate a conical flask. After all, Pathology bridges (relevantly on the 
nasal bridge) Medicine with Science.  
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Konstantinos Devetzis, ‘Breaking the Microscope Slide Ceiling’  

 
 
Sex equality is gaining momentum in many aspects in the modern world, including medicine; 
women are facing less and less discrimination regarding their abilities at work. There is still a 
lot of room for improvement, but this artwork celebrates the breakthroughs of strong women 
in pathology leading the way for the women after them. The vintage style reminds the viewer 
of the progress made from women from the old times to now, while the microscope images 
serve to highlight the more literal meaning of a different “point of view”.  
Due to the nature of the medium utilised, below there is a reference list for the images used 
in the digital image collage.  
 
Reference list  

• “4 Cross X Duct Tape.” OnlyGFX.com, www.onlygfx.com/4-cross-x-duct-tape-png-transparent/. 
• “Hair Cells in the Ear.” Valueone, 2011, netforworth.blogspot.com/2009/07/its-shows-various-human-body-cells-

with.html. 
• Hase, Elizabeth. “Woman Looking through Microscope.” Robert Mann Gallery, 2016, www.robertmann.com/16-hase-

press. 
• “Inside the Inner Ear.” KIDS DISCOVER, 6 Mar. 2014, www.kidsdiscover.com/spotlight/sound-and-

vibration/attachment/12-21/. 
• “a Macrophage (x18000), a Human Defence Cell, Seeking to Engulf Droplets of Oil.” EBAUM's WORLD, 2014, 

www.ebaumsworld.com/pictures/25-amazing-microscopic-images-of-the-human-body/83877873/. 
• “Red Blood Cells under a Microscope.” Pinterest, www.pinterest.com/pin/417779302905769126/. 
• S., Hiren. “Cellulose Acetate Fibers.” Cryptocurrency News, 3 Apr. 2019, ourcryptojournal.com/globle-cellulose-

acetate-fiber-market-2019-25-by-mitsubishi-rayon-celanese-eastman-solvay-acetow/309180/. 
• “Scanning Electron Micrograph of a Stereocilliary Bundle from the Utricle.” Basicmedical Key, 2016, 

basicmedicalkey.com/inner-ear/. 
• Vadasz, Stephanie, et al. “Collagen Fibers in Oesophagus.” UCONN University of Connecticut, 

emlab.uconn.edu/gallery/collagen-fibers-in-esophagus/#. 
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Maisie Saunders, ‘Recognition: Human and AI’  

 
 
In my digital art, I have demonstrated the use of AI in pathology diagnosis through MRI 
scanning. When combined with human analysis from pathologists this leads to almost 100% 
accuracy, preventing missed diagnoses that can continue to develop, demonstrated in the 
transverse brain slice. This technique gives a new perspective to diagnosis and treatment.  
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Neha Sadik, ‘Cellular Night’  

 
 
I am a medical student in my 3rd year who did not appreciate the relationship between art 
and medicine until very recently, and I believe pathology is the best example of the 2 
combined. When I saw the Starry Night recently, the stars reminded me of squamous cell 
carcinomas so I thought of combining the 2, imagining the village people looking up at cells, 
the building blocks of life.  
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Paula Heister, ‘Light Microscope’  

 
 
This work has its subject the microscope in its classic form as used by the pioneers of 
pathology. In the field of view is M. tuberculosis discovered by Robert Koch using such a 
microscope. The combination of traditional and digital medium mirrors the increasing 
utilisation of digitalised and automated processes in pathology itself.  
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Rute Noiva, ‘The Beautiful Abnormal’  

 

Pathology sees beauty in what normality finds repugnant. This photo carries the contrast 
between the peaceful, well-developed top half of this chicken embryo and the malformed 
abdomen, with the liver, heart and gizzard exposed. A beautiful budding life unaware of the 
impeding deadly consequence of its malformations. 
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